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174TPP101
OVERALL EVALUATION
SUMMARY STATISTICS
•
•
•

Number of evaluations handed out: 16; number returned: 13; return rate 81%.
Returns: Tribal (11); Other (2).
How would you rate this meeting? 4.46 out of 5.00.

WAS THE AGENDA FOR THIS MEETING ADEQUATE AND DID IT MEET YOU EXPECTATIONS?
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, the agenda was great and provided a wealth of beneficial sessions and information.
Yes (7).
I feel that the agenda was very adequate for this meeting. It covered a lot of bases for me and
the issues/ concerns that my tribe is dealing with. Surveys ahead of time is a great way to form
the agenda around needs.
Yes, was very informative.
Good mix of dialogue, information, and work sessions.
Yes, would like to see one section/topic on pollinators, since it is high on the TPPC list.
Keep same meeting times in AM helps.
Yes, I thoroughly enjoyed Steve Terry and Kaci Buhl’s presentations. They were both very
informative.
The meeting was much more productive this time without the disruptions presented at the last
two meetings by certain attendees.
Regarding the Executive Committee meeting - I was encouraged by the progress that was made
in the short amount of time largely due to Amanda’s guiding the group through strategic
planning of the priorities. Likewise, I encouraged Lance to continue providing his input as well as
that of his staff, as it is critical in understanding what the TPPC is able to achieve as partners
with the EPA.

WHAT COULD THE TPPC MEETING PLANNERS HAVE DONE TO MAKE THIS MEETING MORE USEFUL TO
YOU?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Being new to the TPPC and the pesticide field this meeting was extremely useful to me. As I gain
more experience, I am sure I will be able to provide suggestions for future meetings.
This meeting was very good.
The most useful/beneficial section to me was the breakout session where we wrote ideas on a
big tablet. Getting more hands on for me is always best.
Well planned.
Nothing.
It went smoothly.
Tribal artifacts painting, basket - Regalia etc. Update on pesticides and herbicides. What’s being
tested on artifacts in museums?
Need to add one more day of meeting time to agenda.
I felt that it was a very productive /informative meeting.

FOR FUTURE MEETINGS, PLEASE SUGGEST TOPICS / SPEAKERS WHO YOU FEEL COULD HELP IMPROVE
THE AGENDA.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I would like a regional enforcement EPA employee to attend future meetings to provide more
specific answers to questions inspectors have relating to the FIFRA Inspections.
Amanda did a great job.
Like I said above, I feel like the topics covered a lot of areas. I know they covered everything I
had concerns about.
Request presentation from antimicrobial manager (Rachel Riccardi).
Having respirator training.
Museum curators.
Would like to see one section/topic on pollinators, since it is high on the TPPC list.
Kaci Buhl.
What is the schedule for the C+T? Kaci Buhl to go more in depth on toxicity.

HOW WILL THIS MEETING STRENGTHEN YOUR CAPABILITY TO BETTER IMPLEMENT YOUR PROGRAM?
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

It has increased my capability by informing and educating me on large scale issues and topics
Access to EPA’s help
It is great to know that I have the TPPC backing me while I build my program, and that everyone
on the council is there to help me if needed. It’s a great resource that I look forward to tapping
into.
Better partnerships to operate program.
Provide topics to discuss with tribe members of ITEC ( Inter Tribal Environmental council)
Communication and outreach – understanding.
Will help R7 get the program off the ground
Status of pesticides in NDN Country Report – breakout sessions + hearing + sharing ideas. How
often tribes solve outreach helped immensely
I have discovered tools I can use FERST + other discussions w/ other TPPC Members about how
to approach problems I am facing.

PLEASE COMMENT ON THE CUSTOMER SERVICE PROVIDED BY UC DAVIS EXTENSION.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The customer service was top notch and I very much so appreciate all the hard work that was
put into coordinating this meeting. Thanks!
Thanks – Suzanne – great job!!
Suzanne + Kristy are great. When planning to make the arrangements, they make everything
very easy.
Very nice and appreciated
Awesome.
Meeting logistics and implementation of agenda was outstanding as always. Meeting was
focused and felt like we are finally moving forward.
The customer service is always adequate.
Good!
Excellent Service!
Great Job!
Great!

